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Letter from the President 
 

30th September 2020 
 

Dear fellow members 
 

The front cover this month shows the organ of the Royal Albert Hall to honour the inclusion of 
an organ concert in the two weeks of live BBC Proms. Jonathan Scott’s superb playing of an 
exhilarating programme of his own orchestral transcriptions made for an excellent Saturday night prom. 
 

There are those who decry the practice of playing orchestral transcriptions. They forget that the art of 
transcription was instituted by God himself – in other words Bach did it. Moreover, the art was further 
developed by his Pope – Franz Liszt. In this hierarchy, Jonathan Scott must be at least an Archbishop, if 
not a Cardinal. Even though the organ has a significant literature of its own, it has for centuries been 
used for transcriptions – many of the pieces in the Buxheimer Organ Book (1460-1470) are 
transcriptions, as is much of the music in the Robertsbridge Codex (c1360). Indeed, along with 
accompanying the great choral festivals of the time it was the playing of orchestral transcriptions which 
was the principal use of these great nineteenth century civic organs that grace places like Birmingham 
Town Hall, the proud town halls of the north and, of course, the Royal Albert Hall. 
 

It was on the great Father Willis organ of St George’s Hall, Liverpool that the legendary WT Best performed many of 
his transcriptions. In those days, as Jonathan explained, the organ was bringing a wider repertoire of music to the 
masses than would otherwise have been possible. Nowadays with more local orchestras and, of course, the advent 
first of 78s, then LPs, CDs and now the internet, there is less place for organ transcriptions. As Jonathan pointed out, 
the organ, however colourful or indeed loud, is no match for the range of colour and nuance that the orchestra 
enjoys. Transcriptions, however, remain great fun and Jonathan Scott’s Symphonic Organ Prom was not only a 
dazzling display of his virtuosity and a colourful vehicle for showing off the RAH’s mighty organ, it was also great fun. 
 

It will come as no surprise to members that both the trip to Margaret Phillips’s English Organ School and 
Sherborne abbey and the Annual Dinner have been cancelled. We will rearrange both events when we are able. 
 

 “Desert Island Discs” this month are contributed by Mark Perry, formerly Director of Music of Crediton 
Parish Church and until recently Headmaster of St Peter’s CofE School, Exeter. Mark has agreed to 
become the Administrator of the new PipeUp Devon scheme for young organists. 
 

I am grateful to the international art magazine Apollo for permission to reproduce an article by Mark 
Purcell, In Praise of Organs, dated 21 August 2020. This month we again include a guest article, 
contributed by a non-member: Andrew Kirk has written about the reality of being a church Director of 
music during a pandemic – albeit one as famous as St Mary Redcliffe. Martin Shaw has contributed 
Part 2 of his two-part reminiscence of his times at King’s College, Cambridge. Ian Carson has written in 
response to Marco Bresolin’s article about Italian organs. 
 

This month the crown for “Nerd of the Month” returns to Andrew Millington. I am grateful to Andrew 
for casting doubt on the identity of Organist 4 in the quiz: it seems that this was a wrong identification 
on the website consulted by the editor, for which he apologises. Hugh Blair appears elsewhere in the 
original photograph in which the [unidentified] gentleman pictured also appears. 
 

With best wishes as you prepare for the next Lockdown, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Peter King
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Desert Island Discs 
Mark Perry 

 

Mark has been part of the music making scene 
in Exeter and East Devon for many years, since 
arriving to read Mathematics at Exeter 
University in the early 1970s and then 
pursuing a career as a Mathematics teacher in 
schools in Exmouth and Exeter. 
 

A past member of Exeter Cathedral Choir, 
Mark has directed the St David’s Singers (a 
chamber choir of 30 voices) since 1994 and, 
having retired from teaching, was Director of 
Music for Crediton Parish Church Choir from 
2016 – February 2020. Mark is also the 
accompanist for the Budleigh Salterton Ladies 
Choir (which his wife, Nicky, musically directs) 
and is Deputy Conductor of Exeter Symphony 
Orchestra. 
 

Mark has been Musical Director for shows 
with Exmouth Musical Theatre Company 
(formerly Exmouth Operatic Society), St 
David’s Players (Exeter’s Gilbert and Sullivan group) and has recently been working with Exmouth’s youth 
theatre group, Centre Stage. All being well, he will conduct them in performances of West Side Story in 
April 2021 (postponed from April 2020!). 
 

How difficult this has been. Whittling my choices down to only eight has meant some severe pruning of 
much-loved pieces. However, rather helpfully, Stephen Tanner (EDOA September) chose Howells’ 
Gloucester Canticles, and Matthew Wright (June) chose the Vierne Final from Symphony no 1, both of 
which would definitely have been on my list. So in the end I only had to remove Bing Crosby & Frank 
Sinatra singing “Swell Party” from High Society and something from Bernstein’s West Side Story from my 
list to make it eight. (No room for any Brahms, either.) 
 

In no particular order: 
1) Herbert Howells – Paean 

Having had to give up the Gloucester Service as a choice, it was important that Herbert Howells figured 
somewhere in my choices.  Howells holds a special place for me, having had the privilege of being part of 
the Cathedral Choir and other choirs and singing so many pieces which form part of Howells’ extraordinary 
contribution to the church music repertoire, especially the sets of Canticles and A Spotless Rose.   This 
Paean is a favourite organ piece of mine. 
 

2) George Gershwin - Rhapsody in Blue 

I have always been a great admirer of jazz music and musicians, partly because I have no real 
understanding of the genre at all.  This ‘cross-over’ piece came as rather a bolt out of the blue when I first 
heard it – still at school and studying “A” level music, I recall.  I’ve been in awe of it ever since.  The original 
jazz-band and soloist version, and the full orchestral version, are both as exciting as they are different.  
There is a 1959 recording with Leonard Bernstein playing and conducting which I particularly like. 
 

3) Robert Lucas de Pearsall – Lay a garland on her hearse 

I had to choose this.  It is a gem of the ‘a cappella’ repertoire, and having performed a huge range of pieces 
with the St David’s Singers over 25 years, I suspect it is easily the most popular piece we sing, both among 
the choir and with audiences. 
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4) André Previn and Eric Morecambe – ‘Grieg’s Piano Concerto by Grieg’ (soundtrack) 

As a teenager, I rather idolised both André Previn and Eric Morecambe.  André Previn seemed to be 
breathing new life into making classical music accessible to many people through his performances, and I 
watched as much Morecambe & Wise as I could get - Eric Morecambe was simply a comic genius.  My 
delight in seeing them together ‘interpreting’ the Grieg was boundless.  This sketch, of course, included 
the iconic phrase “I AM playing the right notes, but not necessarily…… in the right order” – a phrase I’ve 
had to use myself on far too many occasions. 
 

5)   W S Gilbert & Arthur Sullivan – The Pirates of Penzance; Finale of Act I 

I’ve had the pleasure of conducting nearly all the G&S operettas over the years, so a ‘sample’ to take to 
the island is essential.  I guess it has to be ‘Pirates’, though Yeomen of the Guard, Ruddigore and The 
Mikado come close.  The Finale of Act I includes a typically fast and furious chorus (Pray observe the 
magnanimity) as well as the unaccompanied ‘Hail Poetry’, not to mention ‘O men of dark and dismal fate’ 
– vintage G&S! 
 

6) Bob Chilcott – Shepherd’s Carol 

Christmas music has always held a special place for me.  Having been brought up on The Green Book 
(Carols for Choirs I) wherein David Willcocks singlehandedly seemed to transform Christmas Carol singing, 
I’ve much enjoyed finding new carols over the years, as well as new arrangements of old carols.  Bob 
Chilcott is a particular favourite of mine (ask my choir!!) and the Shepherd’s Carol is exquisite.  It’s to be 
found on the CD called Rose in the Middle of Winter (the title of another Chilcott favourite of mine) and 
anything and everything from this CD would be a highlight to listen to on my island (or may I take the 
whole CD?!) 
 

7) Alan Gray – Canticles in F minor 

My choices would not be complete without a set of canticles.  Picking a favourite set is very difficult, given 
so many wonderful settings from which to choose.  Howells’ Collegium Regale and the St Paul’s Service, 
Naylor in A, Blair in B minor, Stanford in A, Wood in F, and Alec Roth’s rather ethereal ‘Hatfield Service for 
choir and chamber organ (left hand)’ would all bring back very happy memories for me, but I have chosen 
to take the unaccompanied double choir setting by Alan Gray, for its sumptuous harmonies and expressive 
interpretation of the two passages from the Bible. 
 

8) The King’s Singers – Widdicombe Fair    music: anon arr Gordon Langford 

I saw them first in the great Hall of Exeter University in the early 1970s.  I can still remember most of the 
concert and the effect their superb singing had on me, then as now!  I think it included the first 
performance of Paul Patterson’s Timepiece, but actually we were all waiting for the ‘lollipop’ pieces at the 
end for which they were so famous, and which they performed with fantastic precision and humour.  It’s 
very difficult to choose one only as their range was so great, but to be reminded of Devon on this island I 
have selected Gordon Langford’s brilliant arrangement of Widdicombe Fair (interesting spelling, too – look 
it up!). 
 

If I could only take one of the above (and with apologies to John Rutter fans everywhere), it would be Bob 
Chilcott’s “Shepherd’s Carol”. 
 

My luxury item would be a small bicycle to generate energy, attached to a Viscount three-manual organ, 
so that I can do some much needed practice.  An attempt, if you like, to play the right notes in the right 
order.  
……and, alone on the island, I don’t think I’ll need the headphones either 
 

Death 

We regret to report the death of John Lloydlangston. John was a member of the church choir, singing 
tenor, at Glenorchy Church, Exmouth, and was also a member of the Exmouth Choral Society. He 
continued to attend our events whenever he was able to, taking a keen interest although, due to disability, 
he was no longer able to play. 
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‘Point!’ 
Memoirs of King’s. Part 2 

 

Writing about Stephen Cleobury and King’s 
Cambridge is a delight and a sadness; the former 
because, as is well known, within the last year, he 
has died after a prolonged illness. His 
determination and admirable inscrutability, 
meant that he didn’t leave his role as Director of 
Music at King’s, until his retirement in July 2019. 

 

My friendship with him came about through his 
wife, Emma Cleobury, whom I met when I 
conducted her pre-ordination retreat. In 2002, 
through her suggestion to Stephen, I was asked to 
return to King’s, this time as acting-Dean, as there 
had grown up some troubled relationships in the 
life of the Chapel and in the College.  
 

Returning to King’s as acting-Dean was an 
important gift for me, as I felt that I had unwisely 
left King’s too early in 1977. Now in 2002, I had a 
chance of experiencing some healing from the 
memories that lingered in me. Not only that, but 
Stephen gave me several opportunities to sing 
solo work in the Chapel, not only liturgically, but 
also in concerts that I had rather egotistically 
wanted. In particular, I remember singing 
baritone arias in an evening of opera music, which 
included learning to sing in Russian! To sing the 
baritone solo part in the Duruflé Requiem was an 
honour: a beautifully ethereal piece, but of noted 
challenge for organists, on that occasion played 
by the then organ scholar Dan Hyde, who now, of 

course, has succeeded Stephen Cleobury as 
Director of Music. Just before the Duruflé began, 
I noticed sitting right in the front row of the Anti-
Chapel, Professor Stephen Hawking! 

 

Returning to King’s after 25 years, I noticed that 
the repertoire and culture of the Chapel Choir had 
developed in noticeable ways. Stephen Cleobury 
introduced music from the wide history of global 
choral music: Russia, Scandinavia, Italy, France, 
the Czech Republic, and, of course, Germany. This 
expansion in the Collegiate and Cathedral world 
has come about, it seems to me, from the 
increasing numbers of professional choirs, such as 
‘The Sixteen’, bringing new pressures on choirs 
with young chorister voices. Great musicians 
though Boris Ord, David Willcocks, Philip Ledger 
and Stephen may be, but they were fortunate to 
make their choral music in the heyday of 
recordings, whether LP or on CDs. 
 

With both Philip Ledger and Stephen Cleobury, 
the singing of the psalms, as it still is in Collegiate 
and Cathedral choirs, was of crucial importance. 
Boy and Girl choristers bring a uniqueness of 
sound and an inexplicable brightness of tone that 
is unique in the firmament of choral singing; one 
that is, again in my view, essential to preserve and 
develop. As I write this, during the Covid-19 
pandemic, I’m aware that Directors of Music are 
planning to keep choristers aware ‘online’ of the 
basic repertoire and the psalms. 

 

 
Sir Stephen Cleobury 

Daniel Hyde 
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The advantage of the King's Choir is that practices 
each afternoon last much longer than is typical in 
most Cathedrals. What’s more, the chapel is not 
open during rehearsals. This means a 
concentrated period of rehearsal, in which, in my 
experience, Stephen would notice the slightest 
tuning difficulties, apart from any errors. The 
choral scholars were expected to have rehearsed 
the music in advance. If mistakes during the 
rehearsal were made, choristers and choral 
scholars were expected to put their hands up. This 
gives the conductor reassurance that the person 
making the mistake is aware of it. Further, if a 
mistake is made by any of the Choir in the service, 
the particular Choral Scholar is expected to go to 
steps of the Organ Loft following the service to 
acknowledge his mistake. Such processes explain, 
at least partly, the ability of the choir to maintain 
such high standards. 
 

As I look back now at both my experiences in 
King’s Chapel, there are particular pieces of music 
that I will never forget. One is the Howells’ St 
Paul’s Service. At the climax of the Gloria, there is 
an organ pedal solo which climbs out of the 
increasing layers of expansion and volume. The 
organ at King’s has an 8 foot tuba stop 
magnificently fitted for the task. The results, 
every time the setting was 
played, never failed to 
bring tears of excitement 
and uplift to me. 
 

Of course, the Chapel has 
that unique acoustic 
resonance that lends itself 
to the gentlest of music, 
particularly found in Tudor anthems and settings. 
On the east side of the organ loft, the ‘choir’ 
organ hangs low on the screen. To my ear, it is 
one of the most delicate and yet vitally ‘present’ 
choir-organ sounds that I’ve heard. 
 

Philip Ledger, for some of his time as director, 
used the chant books and psalm pointing that 
had evolved in David Willcocks time. Psalm 130, 
for example, ‘Out of the deep have I called unto 
Thee, O Lord’, is surely one of the most agonising 
of the penitential psalms, and was sung to a 
chant by Walford Davies, with suspensions that 
match the beauty of the words. The precatory 

sound was almost held ‘for eternity’ in the 
stillness and loftiness of that unparalleled 
architecture. 
 

Each year, the choirs of St John’s and King’s meet 
in their respective Chapels. The last occasion I 
experienced this meeting was in King’s Chapel, 
which lived up to its expectations. The 
competition was not only noticeable among the 
choral scholars of the chapels, but also among the 
choristers. Stephen Cleobury chose, with some 
mischief perhaps, the Canticle settings by Sir 
Michael Tippett: The St John’s Service. No matter 
how experienced Collegiate or Cathedral choirs 
may be, this setting is a challenge! In the practice, 
both choirs looked as if they were limbering up to 
play rugby. As the opening of the Magnificat 
started, swiftly, Stephen Cleobury stopped the 
choir. He then asked one treble from each choir, 
and likewise choral scholars to sing the Magnificat 
by themselves [with a quieter registration on the 
organ, of course].  I have to confess I relished the 
thought that this would expose weaknesses. In 
fact, the sound was glorious and correct! The 
bravery and the listening done by the eight voices 
was greeted with applause from the rest of the 
choir, to which Stephen said with a wicked smile: 
‘Now, can we sing as one choir please?’ They did! 

 

 
The King's Tuba at the back of the Great chest, immediately in front of the Swell shutters 

King's College, Cambridge, 
the organ, showing the Choir case by Lancelot Pease (1661) 
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Following Evensongs on Saturdays, an Organ 
recital is given by a visiting organist. I know that 
Dr Peter King, known to you all, has given a recital 
on more than one occasion. One Saturday, the 
advertised organist had called off. Stephen 
Cleobury stepped in to play at the last moment. 
Apart from a Herbert Howells Rhapsody, he 
played Reubke’s Sonata, the 94th Psalm. Stephen 
asked if I would turn the pages for him, which was 
a delight, as I find the Reubke so thrilling: one of 
the great virtuoso pieces for the organ. Just 
before he started, he told me that he hadn’t 
played the piece for years. At the end of what was 
to me at least, a powerful performance, as he 
went down to receive applause, he said to me in 
passing: “I hope no one was fallowing the music!” 
 

The Provost of the College in 2002, was the 
delightful Provost and eminent biologist, Patrick 
Bateson. He asked that I apply for the permanent 
role of Dean. I was foolish enough to take up his 
suggestion, not having the academic acumen that 
I believe is necessary for the work, not least, in 
being taken seriously by colleagues in the College 
Fellowship. In the interview in the Senior 
Combination Room, an eminent theologian, who 
was one of the panel, asked me why I was 
applying. Did I have any interest let alone 
experience in academic theology? I answered that 
I was keen on the great French Mystic of the 20th 
century Simone Weil. He lit up at the name. 
However, he then added: “But do read her in 
French?” You can 
imagine my answer. 
That was it. I left the 
College at the end of 
the summer term, 
knowing that my CV 
didn’t fit remotely. 
Humbling though 
that was, I’m 
fortunate to have 
had the experiences, 
both painful and life-giving, that to my mind, can 
hardly be matched anywhere else. 
 

I leave you with the gentle 
words of Henry Ley’s 
miniature setting of the 
prayer of the founder of 
the College: Henry VI: 
‘Domine, Jesu Christi’, 
regularly stung as an 
Introit for Evensong. 

“Lord Jesus Christ, 
who created, 

redeemed, and preordained me to be this that I am, 
you know what you wish to do with me; 

do with me in accordance 
with your will, 

with mercy. Amen.” 
[A recent translation] 

 

 

 
Figure 1The Right Revd Martin 

Shaw 

 

 

St John's College Cambridge, the organ 
East case by Oldrid Scott with Trompeta Real (1955) 

 the inspiration for Tippett's St John's Service 

Simone Weil 

The Right Revd Martin Shaw 
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In praise of organs
Organs have been in the news this summer. The 
cathedral organ at Nantes was wholly destroyed 
by fire on 18 July, apparently a case of arson. 
More recently, work has started in Paris to 
dismantle the instrument at Notre-Dame, which 
survived the fire in 2019, but now needs a lot of 
care and attention. 
 

The Nantes organ was widely described as dating 
from 1621, and that at Notre-Dame is often 
termed ‘historic’. Of course, things are more 
complicated than that. Organs are often 
palimpsests. At Nantes, while the organ case 
dated from the 17th century, the instrument 
also contained thousands of pipes made in 
the 1780s by the royal organ builder François-
Henri Clicquot (1732–90); large parts of the 
instrument actually dated from 1970. 
 

By contrast the organ at Cathédrale Saint-
Pierre, Poitiers, also by the Clicquot firm, is 
largely unaltered. It is a thrilling instrument to 
play; sitting at the keys feels like being in a 
time machine that has transported the player 
back to pre-Revolutionary France. As one 
would expect, French baroque organs have a 
highly stylised and codified aesthetic. They 
must be approached on their own terms. In 
the immense acoustic of the 12th-century 
cathedral, the Poitiers organ is truly sublime. 

By contrast, Saint-Sulpice in Paris carries us back 
to the urbane world of the organist and composer 
Charles-Marie Widor (1844–1937). The 
instrument there is the masterpiece of Aristide 
Cavaillé-Coll (1811–90), the greatest organ 
builder of the 19th century. Completed in 1862, it 
is an astonishing piece of Second Empire 
engineering, its 102 stops still played from the 
original five-manual console, the 19th-century 
mechanical and pneumatic machinery lovingly 
tended. It is also a marvellous musical instrument, 
superbly played to this day by inspirational 
resident organists. 

 
Grotekerk, Alkmaar 1645, case by Jacob van Campen 

 S Sulpice, Paris, François-Henri Clicquot, 1781, 
reconstructed, Aristide Cavaillé-Coll, 1862 
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Organs vary greatly across Europe. Spain and Italy 
have their own very distinctive styles. The great 
monastic organs of southern Germany are in 
every way the musical equivalent of a princely 
Wunderkammer. The Netherlands has dozens of 
important instruments, some dating from the 
16th and 17th centuries, cousins of similar organs 
across northern Europe. One of the greatest, in 
the Grote Kerk at Alkmaar, is not only one of the 
finest organs in the world, but is housed in a 
monumental case designed by Jacob van Campen 
and dating to 1645. Around 90 per cent of the 
pipes and mechanism date from a reconstruction 
in 1723–25, or are earlier. 
 

In Lutheran Germany, organs were primarily 
meant to accompany chorales, but also inspired a 
distinguished organ-
playing tradition, in 
which an ability to use 
your feet is 
particularly important. 
One of most awe-
inspiring instruments 
is in the Stadtkirche St 
Wenzel in Naumburg, 
built by the Leipzig-
based organ builder 
Zacharias Hildebrandt 
(1688–1757), and 
formally inspected and 
signed off by J.S. Bach 
in 1746. Visiting in 
2008, having been 
sternly enjoined not to 
poke the paper stop 
labels (someone might 
have touched them), I 
was given the key and 
asked to drop it off 
later at the local pizza 
restaurant. Then there 
are many village 
organs, some scarcely 
altered, like the organ 
of 1741 at 
Grosshartmannsdorf 
in Saxony, built by Hildebrandt’s rival Gottfried 
Silbermann (1683–1753). This, too, feels like a 
musical time machine. 
 

The idea that an organ can be an historic 
monument is well established in most European 
countries, with separate levels of classification for 
cases and innards, and with some element of 
direct or indirect public funding for maintenance 
and conservation. In Australia, too, organs are 
taken very seriously as heritage assets. The vast 
organ in Sydney Town Hall, built by William Hill & 
Son in 1890, is widely regarded to be the greatest 
organ ever built in Britain. It certainly has a 
magnificent neo-Renaissance case, designed by 
Arthur Hill (1857–1923), an organ-building Fellow 
of the Society of Antiquaries, and author of an 
important book on early organ cases. Like Saint-
Sulpice – but unlike Notre-Dame, or many 
Victorian organs in Britain – the Sydney organ has 

been jealously 
protected over many 
decades from those 
who thought it could be 
‘modernised’ or 
‘improved’. 
 

Things are often 
considerably less rosy 
in Britain. Few early 
instruments survive – 
seen off by the Civil 
War, the Oxford 
movement, and too 
much money in the 
wrong places at the 
wrong times. One 
notable exception is 
the organ at Christ 
Church, Spitalfields, 
which dates to 1734. 
The largest organ built 
in 18th-century 
England, it was 
triumphantly restored 
by the late William 
Drake, a project that 
began in 2000, and 
took 15 years to plan 
and bring to fruition. 
However, many of the 

finest historic instruments date from the late 19th 
and early 20th centuries (that in the great hall at 
Kelvingrove in Glasgow and the superb Henry 

 
St Wenzel, Naumburg – Zacharias Hildebrandt 1740s 
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Willis organ at Reading Town Hall have been 
meticulously restored in recent years). But there 
is no statutory listing system – a bizarre anomaly, 
about which the British Institute of Organ Studies 
(the SPAB of organs) has been lobbying for years. 

In theory organs in Anglican churches should be 
protected by the faculty system. In practice that is 
not always the case. A better system of heritage 
protection for historic organs is certainly long 
overdue. Mark Purcell

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Mark Purcell is the Deputy Director for Research Collections at 

the University Library, where he has strategic oversight of the 
heritage collections of one of the world’s great research libraries, 
as well as for public and reader services in the main building in 
West Road, and for exhibitions and public programmes.  Before 
coming to Cambridge in 2016, he was for sixteen years the 
Libraries Curator of the National Trust, responsible for over 170 
historic libraries in England, Wales, and Northern Ireland.   Earlier 
in his career he worked at the Bodleian and at Christ Church, 
Oxford.  His research has concentrated on the history of private 
libraries in Britain and Ireland, and particularly on libraries in 
country houses – their assembly, use, dispersal, and architectural 
setting.  He has also worked on the history of the book in Ireland, 
illustrated books, the history of collecting, and the book as material culture.  Publications include 
numerous articles on individual libraries and collectors, a book on libraries in Ulster, and The Country 
House Library, published by Yale in 2017.   He is former Vice-President of the Society of Antiquaries, and 
a Fellow of the Royal Historical Society.  His other main interest is music, and he is a former Oxford and 
cathedral organ scholar.  
  

 
Sydney Town Hall – Hill & Son 1890 
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To the Editor, 
The Cornopean 
August 2020 
 
Dear Editor,  
 

Reading Marco Bresolin’s fascinating articles on Organs in Italy (Cornopean, June/July) brought home 
memories of a youthful trip to Italy, more particularly to the basilica of San Petronio in Bologna. 
 

Four of us plus camping gear survived crossing the St Gotthard Pass into Italy in a Ford Cortina whose 
brakes were not up to Alpine hairpins (scary), and our frugal budgets enforced a daily diet of mussels and 
spaghetti, a dish I never want to see again, ever. 
 

I was determined our trip should include some culture, which is how we ended up at San Petronio. It had 
been billed in my University course as ’the birthplace of the concerto’ (a small triumph for rhetoric over 
musicology) and the illustrations in Marco’s first article betray the reason - it had two organs. It also had 
space. 
 

It seems that Baldassarre Malamini from Cento build a second organ in the basilica in 1596, facing the old 
one, "since with two organs concerts could be made with choirs and double [choirs], both responsorial 
and antiphonal." 
 

In 1657 music director Cazzati added strings, continuo and trombones to the organ and choirs, as well as 
adding the trumpet as a solo instrument. The number of musicians could be very large scale - up to 150. 
 

So the music and musicians migrated to one organ or the other performing at the same time, the fully 
professional musicians becoming the concertino and the less accomplished local musicians the ripieno. 
And there you have it, the seed of the Concerto Grosso. 
 

Amongst the composers associated with San Petronio was Giuseppe Torelli, known today for his trumpet 
concertos, and he was publishing concertos of various types from 1686. 
 

Interestingly San Petronio has a very long (12”) and bright echo, so bold effects dazzled more than virtuoso 
detail. 
 

There are other claimants to being the originator of the Concerto Grosso, but such a claim can come with 
a price - Alesssandro Stradella’s colourful life and career involved absconding with his nobleman 
employer’s mistress (never a good idea), and came to an end when he was stabbed in the back; and 
Alessandro Corelli now enjoys speculative contemporary fame as a gay icon as much as for being the firm 
establisher of the Concerto Grosso form! 
 

So, if you turn on Classic FM to yet 
another performance of 
Rachmaninov’s Second Piano 
Concerto, just think of it as one of 
the far-reaching consequences of 
two organs getting together. 
 

Yours sincerely, 
Ian Carson 

 
  

 
San Petronio, Bologna 
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‘Sweet Singing in the Choir?’ 
Music making has been severely affected by the 
coronavirus pandemic in the past six months, in 
schools, churches, and concert halls. I have 
enjoyed listening to some of the archive BBC 
Prom Concerts over the past two months. The two 
weeks of live concerts have been interesting but 
the silence at the end of a performance feels very 
strange – the interaction between performer and 
audience is important. 

For organists, there was a period when we were 
not even allowed to go into churches for practice, 
and many church choirs have been unable to sing 
together in person for six months. Cathedral 
choirs, along with some church choirs have now 
begun a return to normal, often using adult 
singers at first, before welcoming the girls and boy 
choristers back. This is certainly the case at St 
Mary Redcliffe Church, where I have been 
Director of Music & Organist since 2003. 

At the start of lockdown in late March, there was 
a reasonable choice of worship to join in – from 
BBC TV Sunday Morning Worship, various Radio 
broadcasts, through to live and pre-recorded 
services from local parishes, presented through 
youtube channels and other on-line formats. 
 

I wonder how many different offerings you might 
have dipped in and out of? Perhaps you are now 
‘back at church’ or perhaps you prefer to sing the 
hymns through the livestreamed services at 
home? Churches who provided the brave option 
of live worship had to contend with the inevitable 
‘technical-glitch’ problem solving on the spot and 
wifi connection issues or ‘low system resources’! 
It is sometimes hard to keep watching when 
things go wrong, especially when we are used to 
smooth, well-ordered liturgy in normal times. 
 

We could also take the opportunity to travel to 
other churches, other faiths/denominations and a 
wide spectrum of different styles of worship 
across the world. I especially enjoyed watching 
youtube recordings of the Eucharist from St 
George’s Cathedral, Western Australia where I 
was fortunate to work as Assistant Organist from 
1992-4. I expect that many decisions of how to 
continue the worshipping life of the church had to 
be taken fairly quickly. I wonder if those same 
decisions would be taken again with the benefit 
of hindsight? 

I joined the choir of St James the Greater, 
Leicester in the late 1970s under the inspiring 
leadership of Tim Lees. There were 25-30 boys 
and an equal number in the back rows. We sang 
in many cathedrals, toured to Europe and the USA 
(month long tours in 1980 and 1984). Like your 

 

 

 

Sacari Oramo conducting the BBCSO at the 
1st Night of Live Proms in a skilfully lit, but empty, RAH 

St Mary Redcliffe from Redcliffe way, showing the double aisled 
transept, the hexagonal porch and the spire completed in the 

1870s after the collapse of its predecessor in 1446 

St George's Cathedral, Perth 
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president Peter King, Tim Lees is another musician 
from the pool of talent to come from the 
Wolverhampton area. It was a wonderful musical 
education I received, on a parallel with many 
cathedral choristers (and better than some!). 

I’m grateful to have spent 30 years working in 
church music since then. At St Mary Redcliffe 
Church, Bristol there are usually three Sunday 
choral services (9.30am Sung Eucharist, 11.15am 
Choral Mattins and 6.30pm Choral Evensong). At 
the moment our service pattern is entirely 
different with a 10am livestreamed service (clergy 
and vergers only in church) with archive choir 
recordings and pre-recorded hymns, or an 
occasional a virtual choir video. At 12pm there is 
a short ‘said’ Eucharist but a small choir of 6-8 
singers is in the North Transept to sing an introit 
and a motet during communion. We can only get 
6 singers in our choir stalls (3 on each side) with 
appropriate social distancing! There will be a 
gradual return to Choral Evensong, beginning on 
a monthly basis but at an earlier time than 
normal. 
 

For Pentecost Sunday, we would normally have 
had a big civic service ‘Rush Sunday’ (named from 
the rushes and herbs which are spread on the 
floor of the church) , which is attended by the city 
council, dating back to 1493. This year was one of 
the very few occasions in the past 527 years when 
that service did not take place in church. We 
produced six virtual choir videos – one from the 
choristers, two from the back rows, and three 
from our university choral scholars. Each singer 
recorded to a backing track, which were then 

assembled and edited by a very patient colleague 
who is a recording engineer. This takes many 
hours of work to edit together. 

The choirs have continued to meet for practices 
and chat on a weekly basis by zoom. Many of you 
will know that it’s not possible to easily sing 
together on-line, so it’s a question of ‘mute all 
choristers’ and either teach them by singing 
yourself or by using a backing track. Zoom can 
work well with a solo singer and we have sung a 
few complines with allotted solo lines. Who 
would have thought a year ago that we might be 
having after service coffee by zoom with breakout 
rooms? 
 

My colleague Claire Alsop, who is a fabulous 
organist and pianist, broadcast a daily piano piece 
during lockdown, attracting more than 20,000 
views on Facebook! I put up a few hymn requests 
but had soon run out when we were no longer 
allowed to enter the churches. However, I did 
have an archive recording of The Sounds of St 
Mary Redcliffe Organ, a 25 minute ‘punch and 
judy’ with Mark Venning (Chairman of Harrison & 
Harrison) talking about the organ whilst I 
provided musical illustrations. Do have a listen! 
https://youtu.be/EsHD6NYa5Ns 
 

For the future, what will the ‘new normal’ be? I 
have a feeling that in many churches, this break in 
continuity is now a time to reflect and review. In 
the news recently has been the surprising story of 
disbanding of the choir at Sheffield Cathedral, 
alongside financial deficits in many cathedrals and 
churches and the resignations of the Directors of 
Music at Ripon and Wakefield Cathedrals. 
 

 

 

St James the Greater, Leicester, completed 1914, 
modelled on Torcello Cathedral (Venice) 

St Mary Redcliffe on Rush Sunday, 
nb the rushes on the floor of the aisle 

https://youtu.be/EsHD6NYa5Ns
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I wonder at my church whether our lockdown 
time of 10am Eucharist rather than 9.30am will 
stay – what may then happen then to Choral 
Mattins. Is 6.30pm rather late for parish church 
Evensong? It’s interesting that most Cathedrals 
have their Sunday Evensong sometime between 3 
and 4pm but the majority of parish churches stick 
to a later time. 
 

Recruitment to the choirs- two years ago at St 
Mary Redcliffe, we had 20 boys on the books, 
alongside a separate choir of 16 girls. However, 
we will be down to 10 boys by the end of 2020, as 
we will have had 6 voice changes this year! It’s not 
been possible to recruit any new choristers in the 
past six months, although we hope to further 
develop our online recruitment methods very 
soon. We’ve already recorded some short 
recruitment videos for our website. 
 

Now that small groups of singers are allowed to 
sing again, rehearsal spaces are being carefully 
looked at (good ventilation, social distancing etc). 
Other areas in the church apart from the choir 
stalls may need to be used. With a 2m spacing, we 
could only get 6 singers in our choir stalls! Which 
choir should we use – it might be easier to get the 
adults together, but if the children don’t sing in 
church for a long time, will they get out of the 
habit? 
 

What will Advent and Christmas look and sound 
like this year? One of my strongest memories 
from being a chorister is of the wonderful Advent 
Procession. December is a busy month for all 
churches – will we need to have shorter and more 
simple carol services, but more of them, so we can 

fit in more people safely? What if there’s another 
wave of the pandemic? There are so many 
questions that it’s difficult to find the answers! 
 

The English Choral Tradition is a very precious 
thing. I’m really grateful for all those special 
opportunities that came my way as a treble and 
hope that I may be able to teach and pass on some 
of those musical skills to the current and future 
generations of choristers, so there is ‘sweet 
singing in the choir’ for many generations to 
come. 

Andrew Kirk 

 
                                                               Nerd of the Month 
Congratulations to Andrew Millington who has snatched back the 

title from Peter Parshall. Andrew was delighted to win `Nerd of the 
Month` for the second time, but has no ambition to replace Peter 
Johnson, the undisputed king, as Resident Nerd. 
 

Andrew is also somewhat nerdy about his vegetable-growing, 
pictured here holding his first parsnip of the season. The allotment 
has provided him with an absorbing hobby during lockdown and on 
the musical front he has been brushing up his playing of Bach Trio 
Sonatas, a tough challenge but hugely rewarding. Apparently, the 
great Parisian organist, Olivier Latry plays one every day (Monday-
Saturday) and then plays all 6 on a Sunday! 

 Andrew Kirk at the Redcliffe console 

 Andrew with his Prize Parsnip 
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Nerdy Corner 
For a full mark on any question it is necessary to name both the musician and the building with which 
(s)he is associated and to get the correct pairing. Answers to the Editor: peter@clox.eclipse.co.uk. If no 
entry achieves 100%, Nerd of the Month may be awarded to the highest scorer 
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NERDY ANSWERS 
Resident Nerd: Peter Johnson. 

For a full mark on any question it is necessary to name both the musician and the building with which 
(s)he is associated and to get the correct pairing.  

Sir John Goss held 
various positions in 
London before 
becoming Organist 
of St Paul’s 
Cathedral. As a 
composer he is best 
known for his 
settings of “Praise 
my soul, the King of 

Heaven” and “See amid the winter’s snow”. 

St Paul’s Cathedral 
is one of the most 
famous sights of 
London. At 365’ 
(111m) high, its 
dome was the 
tallest building in 
London from 1710 
to 1963. The dome 

remains among the highest in the world. St Paul's is the 
second-largest church building in area in the United 
Kingdom after Liverpool Cathedral. 

Herbert Sumsion 
was Organist of 

Gloucester 
Cathedral from 
1928-1967. Of his 
many compositions 
for choir and organ 
he is probably best 
known for his SATB 

settings of the Evening Canticles Sumsion in G 
and for his anthem They that go down to the 
sea in ships. 

Gloucester Cathedral 
features many varied 
architectural styles, 
but it is usually 
credited with the 
invention of the 
Perpendicular style (S 
Transept) and the fan 

vault (cloisters), though scholars now attribute the 
former to the old Palace of Westminster and the latter 
to the Hereford Chapter House – both now lost. 

S S Welsey was the 
preeminent cathedral 
organist of the 
Victorian era, holding 
positions at Hereford, 
Exeter, Winchester & 
Gloucester Cathedrals. 
Among his best known 
compositions are the 
anthems Ascribe unto 

the Lord, O give thanks unto the Lord and 
Praise the Lord, O my soul. Together with Fr 
Willis he invented the radiating & concave 
pedal board, once known as Wesley-Willis. 

Hereford Cathedral sports 
some fine Norman work 
(Nave [much restored, 
largely due to the fall of 
the W tower in 1786], 
Quire & S Transept), Early 
English Gothic (Lady 
Chapel) and Decorated 
Gothic (N Transept & 

Tower). The quire boasts some forty C14 misericords. 
Also known for its C17 Chained Library, which houses 
the Mappa Mundi and a copy of Magna Carta. The 
Pentice (pictured bottom L) leads to the Vicars’ Cloister 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_largest_church_buildings
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liverpool_Cathedral
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Hugh Blair held 
various positions at 
Worcester Cathedral, 
including Chorister, 
Assistant Organist 
(1887–89), Organist-
in-Charge (1889–95) 

and Organist (1895–97). He is best known 
today for his setting of the Evening Canticles, 
Blair in B minor and for having given the 
premiere of Elgar’s Organ Sonata in G, 
prompting the composer to remark that the 
murderer “had not time to thoroughly study 
his victim”. 

Among the various 
architectural 

features of 
Worcester 

Cathedral are two 
“transitional bays” 
at the West end of 
the Nave which 
present a strange 

showing both Norman and Gothic characteristics. The 
cathedral also boasts one of only two remaining 
Scott/Skidmore Quire screens (Lichfield boasts the 
other, screens at Hereford & Salisbury having been 
torn out in the mid C20). 

Orlando Gibbons 
was one of the pre-
eminent musicians of 
the Tudor “Golden 
Age”. He was Organist 
of Westminster Abbey 
for two years before 

his untimely death in Canterbury where he is 
buried in the Cathedral. A pioneer of the 
“verse anthem”, Gibbons is best known for his 
Second Service, his anthems This is the Record 
of John, and O clap your hands and the 
madrigal The Silver Swan. 

The Quire of 
Canterbury Cathedral, 
the joint work of 
William of Sens and his 
successor William the 
Englishman, marks the 
introduction of Gothic 

to England from France. Particularly French are the 
quadripartite vaults, the sparsely moulded arches, big 
acanthus leaf capitals, and the apsidal east end. 
Particularly English is the lavish use of Purbeck Marble. 
Its immediate successor was the Quire at Lincoln. 

Richard Terry was the 
first aster of Music at 
Westminster Cathedral. 
He established the 
cathedral’s tradition of 
plainsong & renaissance 
polyphony. His 

pioneering work on the revival of Tudor 
repertoire and the training of boys’ voices 
have had a lasting effect on Anglican as well 
as Roman Catholic church musicians. 

Construction on Westminster 
Cathedral was completed in 
1903 to the design of the 
architect John Francis Bentley 
– though the interior marble 
decoration was never 
completed. Westminster 
Cathedral is the mother church 
of the Roman Catholic Church 
in England and Wales 

Roger Fisher was 
Organist at Chester 
Cathedral from 1967 
till 1996. A virtuoso 
organist, he 
recorded many LPs, 
including of 

Rheinberger’s 
Sonatas. He took early retirement from the 
cathedral to concentrate on concert playing, 
both as organist and pianist. 

The former Benedictine 
monastery in Chester was 
re-founded as a Cathedral in 
1541. It contains examples 
of every medieval style, 

including a magnificent set of choir stalls (c1380). The 
south transept was originally the Parish Church of St 
Oswold, is double aisled and nearly as long as the nave. 
Monastic out buildings include a magnificent refectory, 
complete with pulpit and a beautiful Chapterhouse 
vestibule. 
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Sir Hubert Parry was 
Professor of Composition 
and Musical History and 
later Principal of the 
Royal College of Music. 
Although he wrote 
orchestral music he is 

best known today for his choral music: the 
coronation anthem I was glad, the ode Blest 
pair of sirens, the hymn tune Repton, the 
Songs of Farewell and, of course, Jerusalem. 
His organ Toccata and Fugue “The Wanderer” 
is called after his yacht of the same name – 
Parry was a keen sailor. 

Founded in 1883 as 
an alternative to the 
then inadequate 
Royal Academy of 
Music, the RCM was 
originally housed in 
the building in 

Kensington Gore later occupied by the Royal College of 
Organists. The present building, by Sir Arthur Blomfield 
was finished in 1894 and is a significant feature of the 
area of South Kensington known as “Albertopolis”. 

One of the great organ 
virtuosi of the mid C20, 
Percy Whitlock was 
Organist at St Stephen’s 
Bournemouth and the 
Municipal Organist, 
performing at the 
town’s Pavilion. He left a 
body of well-crafted, 

attractive organ music, well suited to both 
church and concert performance. 

Completed in 
1925, the 

Bournemouth 
Pavilion was 
built to provide 
a home for the 

Municipal 
Orchestra, now 

the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra. It has 
undergone several re-orderings since its opening. It 
contains a 4-manual Compton organ housed in 
chambers either side of the proscenium. 

The career of The Revd Sir 
Frederick Arthur Gore 
Ouseley is diverse. At 
various times he was 
Professor of Music at 
Oxford University and 
Precentor at Hereford 
Cathedral. He is most 
remembered today as the 
founder and benefactor of 

St Michael’s College, Tenbury Wells. His 
anthem It came even to pass was written for 
the re-opening of the quire of Lichfield 
Cathedral in 1861, after the Gilbert Scott 
restoration 

St Michael’s College, 
Tenbury Wells was a 

choir school founded 
in 1856 by Sir 
Frederick Ouseley as 
a reaction to the 
decline in church 

music at the time. Church services were sung daily 
during term. The college possessed a library containing 
rare books and musical instruments of international 
importance. The school closed in 1985. The chapel, 
now the Parish Church of the neighbouring village, 
sports a Father Willis organ. Past Organists include two 
former Organists at Exeter Cathedral: Ernest Bullock 
and Lucien Nethsingha.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Library
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Organist at 
Princeton University 
(USA), where he was 
influenced by G 
Donald Harrison and 
by Ralph Kirkpatrick 
and later at London 
Oratory, Ralph 
Downes was the 
preeminent organ 

teacher and organ consultant of the mid C20. 
Former students include Dame Gillian Weir, 
Nicolas Kynaston, John Scott, Thomas Trotter 
& James Lancelot; organs for which he was 
consultant include the Royal Festival Hall, 
Fairfield Hall, Paisley Abbey and Gloucester 
Cathedral.  

Opened 
in 1951, 
the Royal 

Festival 
Hall was 
built as 
part of 

the 
Festival of 

Britain. 
Until the opening of the Barbican Hall in 1982 it was, 
together with the Royal Albert Hall, London’s principal 
orchestral hall. The internal architecture of the RFH has 
a welcoming feeling of space and sense of occasion 
which are unfortunately not matched by its over dry 
acoustic. £multi-million works in the 1990s did little to 
improve the situation. 

Director of Music at St 
John’s College 
Cambridge from 1951-
1991, George Guest 
brought to the choir a 
formidable reputation, 
challenging that of 
King’s College Choir, 
“down the road”. Like 

Willcocks at King’s, his career coincided with 
the rise of the LP which, together with 
numerous BBC broadcasts, did much to 
enhance his reputation. Howells, Tippett and 
Langlais  are among the composers who wrote 
music for Guest and his choir. 

St John’s College 
Cambridge was founded 
by Lady Margaret 
Beaufort in 1511. It is 
one of the largest of the 
university colleges. It 
boasts superb Tudor 
architecture, including 
two magnificent gates, 

the Dining Hall and the Long Gallery. Victorian 
additions include the New Building across the river, 
approached by the “Bridge of Sighs” (bearing little 
resemblance to its eponymous Venetian counterpart), 
and the Chapel built by Gilbert Scott to a similar design 
to his earlier chapel at Exeter College Oxford, but with 
a tower and an Oxford transeptal anti-chapel. 

Planned Calendar of forthcoming events 
Please watch your e-mails or consult the website http://www.exeterorganists.net/ for updated 

information regarding cancellations: 
 

17th October   Visit to Margaret Phillips  
 at The English Organ School; trip to Sherborne Abbey 
 to play the organ. 

 

3rd November at 7:00pm Annual Dinner at the Ruffwell Inn, 
Thorverton; Carvery; celebrity guest speaker, DAVID OWEN NORRIS 
 

 

 

NB, 18th June 2021 River cruise on the Tudor Rose the Exe. 
Buffet supper, cash bar. Departs Exmouth Quay 6:45pm, 
returns 9:45pm 

 
The Tudor Rose on the Exe 

 

  

 

http://www.exeterorganists.net/

